Synchronizing distant clocks is a crucial process for telecommunications and satellite positioning systems. It is also important for high-accuracy experiments in fundamental physics, such as tests of the theory of relativity. Achieving synchronization can sometimes be the limiting factor in the accuracy of such measurements.
Alejandra Valencia et al. have conducted a proof-of-principle experiment showing that quantum entanglement of photon pairs can provide a synchronization method that avoids the shortcomings of existing techniques. By sending two entangled photons (produced by shining laser light into a nonlinear optical material) down optical fibres 1.5 km long, they have been able to detect synchronized events with picosecond (10 ǁ12 s) accuracy over a distance of 3 km.
For an entangled pair of particles, a measurement on one of them instantaneously determines the quantum state of the other. To use this for synchronization, the two photons are dispatched to detectors at the two 'stations' where the clocks are to be synchronizedsay, a satellite and an Earth-based laboratory. If the clocks used to time the detection of many successive pairs are synchronized, the event timings will show the greatest number of coincidences when the records are compared. In cases of mismatch, the clocks can be altered until the detections coincide.
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Developmental biology
Timing is everything
Cell 119, 87-96 (2004) When fruitfly larvae are starved, they temporarily stop growing -but researchers have been unsure how they also freeze the carefully timed differentiation of their tissues. Joseph M. Bateman and Helen McNeill show that the same pathway that halts growth also arrests differentiation.
Bateman and McNeill studied the developing eye, whose light-receptor cells differentiate in a carefully regulated wave that moves across the tissue. The authors found that cells lacking a working copy of the gene tuberous sclerosis complex 1 (tsc1) differentiate several hours prematurely.
The protein TSC1 works in a pathway of molecules that is triggered by the insulin receptor, which signals whether sufficient nutrients are available and also controls the fly's rate of growth. The authors went on to show that other mutations that boost signalling from the insulin receptor also accelerate differentiation. Conversely, mutations that cut insulin-receptor signalling (as nutrient deficiency would also do) delay differentiation.
The researchers propose that this pathway of molecules helps the organism to tightly coordinate its growth and differentiation with its nutritional status. And because mutations in TSC1 seem to hasten differentiation, it might also explain why human tumours that have lost a working copy of the TSC1 gene contain highly differentiated tissues. 24 showed no cytotoxicity even for the maximum concentration that its solubility permits.
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Nanoparticles
Safer fullerenes
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Stem cells
Making a prostate
Development 131, 4955-4964 (2004) The prostate gland in rams grows and shrinks as concentrations of testosterone rise and fall, leading many researchers to assume that this gland (in sheep and other species) must contain stem cells that can sprout new tissue. But there has been controversy as to whether these elusive stem cells lie in the luminal epithelium, which pumps out seminal fluid, or in the basal epithelium that supports the luminal layer.
Takeshi Kurita et al. find that the prostate gland can regrow in the absence of the basal layer. They examined mouse embryos that had been genetically engineered to lack the p63 gene and which had no basal cells as a consequence. When the authors grafted the budding prostate tissue from these embryos into adult mice, they found that it could produce most cell types apart from basal cells. When the mice were castrated and their testosterone levels plummeted, the prostate tissue shrivelled up, but was able to regenerate when testosterone was restored.
The results suggest that the luminal epithelium contains putative stem cells that can give rise to most cell types in the prostate, and that basal cells direct their differentiation.
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Biophysics
Flies get a grip Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B doi:10.1098 /rspb.2004 .2850 (2004 How does the fly that's been annoying you by crawling up your window manage to hold on? A study of fly footprints shows that the offending insect relies mainly on capillary forces generated by fluid secreted from its feet.
Mattias Langer et al. used atomic-force microscopy to examine the adhesiveness of tiny puddles of foot fluid left by a fly, Calliphora vicina, as it walked across a glass slide. As the fluid evaporates, its stickiness decreases, showing that the fluid plays an important role in generating adhesion between foot and substrate. Adhesion measured in air was much stronger than that measured in an aqueous environment, indicating that capillary forces are mainly involved in the fly's attachment mechanism.
Electron-microscopic examination of the fly's feet supports this theory. The attachment pads at the end of the insect's legs are covered with tiny bristles called setae, each ending in a spatula-shaped terminal plate. Coated with fluid secreted from the centre of the attachment pad and delivered through a channel to the terminal plate, the plate is perfectly shaped to form a contact with the substrate through this capillary bridge.
